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ON CROSSED PRODUCTS OF HOPF ALGEBRAS

MARIA E. LORENZ AND MARTIN LORENZ

(Communicated by Ken Goodearl)

Abstract. Let B = A#aH denote a crossed product of the associative algebra

A with the Hopf algebra H . We investigate the weak dimension and the global

dimension of B and show that wdim B < wdim H + wdim A and l.gldim B <

r.gldim H + l.gldim A .

1. Introduction

Let B = A#aH denote a crossed product of the associative algebra A with

the Hopf algebra 77. We establish the following estimates for the weak dimen-

sion and the global dimension of B in terms of the corresponding data for 77

and A:

wdim B < wdim 77 + wdim A       and       l.gldim B < r.gldim 77 + l.gldim A .

The first of these estimates is a consequence of a suitable spectral sequence

Elq = Yor^(k,YorAq(V,W))=^YorBn(V,W) ,

where k is the trivial 77-module (i.e., 77 acts via the counit) and Vr and

bW are arbitrary S-modules. This spectral sequence will be constructed in

Section 2.3 along with an analogous spectral sequence for Ext which yields the
estimate for global dimension. Since a ring is von Neumann regular precisely

if its weak dimension is 0, we conclude in particular that if 77 and A are
both von Neumann regular, then B is likewise. Specializing to the case of

global dimension 0, we also deduce the known fact that if H and A are both

semisimple, then so is B (cf. [Mont], Theorem 7.4.2). Finally, we briefly discuss
relative projectivity of B with respect to A .

Notation and basic facts. Our reference for general material about Hopf alge-

bras are the standard texts [Abe] and [Sw]. For crossed products in particular
we follow the notes [Mont]. Throughout this article, we will keep the following

notation:
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k denotes a commutative field;

77 will be a Hopf algebra over k, with counit e ; the 77-module k

will always be the trivial 77-module;
A denotes an associative /c-algebra with identity 1 so that there is

a weak 77-action on A , denoted (h, a) >-> h • a   (h e 77, a e A) ;

B = A#aH  will denote a crossed product, with cocycle a : 77 % 77 —> A .

Thus B is an associative algebra such that there is an isomorphism of left

.4-modules

A®kH -=--> B,       a®h<-> a#h .

The map a i-* a#l identifies A with a subalgebra of B. Defining a k-linear

map y : 77 —> B by

y(A) = 1#A       (h e 77) ,

we have ay(h) = a#h for a e A, h e 77. It is known (cf. [Mont], Chapter

7) that y is convolution invertible and satisfies the following identities, for

h , k e H and a e A ,

(i) o(h,k) = Y^y(hx)y(h)y-\h2k2) ,

(la) y(h)y(k) = YJ°(h\,kx)y(h2k2) ,

(lb) y~\hk) = Y,y~l(k0y-1(hi)°(h2,k2) ,

(2) y(h)a = YJ(hx-a)y(h2).

2. Proofs

2.1. Action of 77 on homomorphisms. Let b V and b W be left R-modules.

For each <f> e Hom^F, W) and he H define tph : V -> W by

(0A)(ü) = ^y-1(A1)</»(y(/i2)t;)      (we F).

Then we have the following

Lemma. The above definition makes Hom^(F, W) aright H-module. There

is a canonical k-linear isomorphism

HomH(k,\lomA(V, W))^HomB(V, W) .

Furthermore,

Hom^R, W)^Womk(H, W)

as right H-modules (where 77 acts on the right-hand side by (y/h)(k) = <p(hk)

for y/ e Homk(H, W) and h,keH). Finally, if f : V — V and g : W -»
W are B-module maps, then g* o f* : Hom^F', W) —> Hom^F, W) is an

H-module map.

Proof. The fact that tph : V —> W is A-\\near is proved exactly as in [Mont],

proof of Theorem 7.4.2. Furthermore, the map Hom^(F, W) x H —►
Hom^F, W) ,   (tp, h) p-> <ph is clearly Ac-bilinear.  Using the identities (la)
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and (lb) we compute, for h, k e H and v e V,

[<t>(hk)](v) = Yjy-\hxkx)<t>(y(h2k2)v)

= Er^or^M^.^MM^)
(lb) 1-~'

= £ y-\kx)y-x(hx)c¡>[o(h2, k2)y(hih)v]

^¿Zy-^Wy-^fuMyfaMkuv]
(la) *—'

= [(<j>h)k](v) .

Thus Hom/4(F, W) is a right 77-module.
In order to establish the first isomorphism, we first note that there is a

canonical isomorphism of Hom#(/c, Hom/i(F, IF)) with the k-space of 77-

invariants in Hom^F, W), that is, with

Hom^F, W)H = {tpe Hom^(F, W) \ <ph = e(h)(f> for all h e 77} .

Thus it suffices to show that Hom^(F, W)H = Homfi(F, W). Let cj> e
Hom^F, W), h e 77 and v e V. Then

(<ph)(v) = e(h)<p(v) «> Sr1(AiWy(A2)t;) = Sy"1(Ai)y(A2)0(ü)

& <p(y(h)v) = y(h)<p(v) .

Since B = Ay(H), the last condition is equivalent with <p e HomÄ(F, W).
This proves the first isomorphism.

Now consider the map / : Hom^T?, W) —> Hom¿(77, W) that is defined

by

f((p)(h) = (^h)(l) = Yjy~x(hx)(t>(y(h2))

for <p e HomA(B, W) and h e H. Then / is right 77-linear. Define a map

g : Homk(H, W) -> UomA(B, W) by

g(v)(y(h)) = Y, y(^)y(h2)

for y/ e Homk(H, W) and h e H. Note that g(t/0 is weH defined because

B = A®ky(H) as left ^-modules. One readily checks that / and g are inverse
to each other, whence the second isomorphism follows.

Finally, the last assertion is trivial and so the lemma is proved.   D

2.2. Action of 77 on tensors. Let VB and rW be ¿i-modules. For v®w e

V ®AW and h e H define h(v ® w) e V ®A W by

h(v ®w) = £vy-1(/zi) ®y(h2)w .

Using identity (2), one easily checks that this is well defined, i.e., that
h(va®w) = h(v ® aw) holds for all v eV, w e W, h e H, and a e A.

Lemma. The above definition makes V ®AW a left H-module. There is a
canonical k-linear isomorphism

k®H(V®AW))^V®BW .

Furthermore,

V®AB*iH®kV
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as left H-modules (where the H-action on the right-hand side is via the action on

the factor 77. So H®kV^ 77(dim*F>). Finally, iff:V-+V and g : W --> IF'
are B-module maps, then g ® /: V ®AW —> V ®AW is an H-module map.

Proof. The module properties again follow readily from the identities (la) and

(lb). For the first isomorphism, note that

k ®h (V ®A W)) ^V®A IF/(Kere)(F ®A W) .

Now (Kere)(F ®A W) is the Ac-subspace of V ®AW that is generated by the

elements of the form h(v ® w) - e(h)v ®w for h e H, v e V, w e W . But

h(v ® w) - e(h)v ® w = ^[vy~x(hx) ® y(h2)w - vy~x(hx)y(h2) ® w] ,

and hence (Kere)(V®AW) equals the /c-subspace of V®AW that is generated

by the elements of the form vy(h) ® w - v ® y(h)w . Since 7? = Ay(H), this

proves the first isomorphism.

For the second isomorphism, define / : 77 ®k V —> F ®A B by

f(h®v) = h(v®l) = £pyy_1(Ai)®7(/i2).

Then / is clearly 77-linear. Furthermore, since B = A ®k y(H) as left A-

modules, we can define g : V ®A B —» 77 ®kV by

g(v®y(h)) = ^2h2®vy(hx) .

One easily checks that / and g are inverse to each other, and hence / is an

isomorphism.
The last assertion is again clear and so the lemma is proved.   D

2.3. Ext and Tor. The 77-actions in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 extend to 77-

actions on Ext and Tor. We explain this for Ext, the case of Tor being
entirely analogous. So let B V and ß IF be left 5-modules and let

P/pp+l    p       fn                  f\       p       M)     r,
.   ■■■ -► fn -► ■ • • -► to —► u

be a projective resolution of F, so 77„(P) = 0 for n -^ 0 and 77o(P) -
F. Since B is projective (in fact, free) as a left ^-module, the restriction

of P to A is a projective resolution of AV and so we have Ext^(F, W)

= H*(HomA(P, W)). By Section 2.1, the components of the complex

Hom^P, W) are right 77-modules and the differential (/„*)•» is 77-linear.

Thus the cohomology H*(HomA(P, W)) is a right 77-module and hence so

is Ext*(F, W).

Proposition, (a) Let ßF and rW be left B-modules. Then there is a third

quadrant spectral sequence

E^" = ExXpH(k, ExXA(V, W)) =*» ExtS(K, IF) .

(b) Let VB and BW be B-modules.  Then there is a first quadrant spectral

sequence

Elq = Tor^/c, Tor;(F, IF)) => Tor^(F, W) .

Proof. Both spectral sequences can be obtained as applications of the Grothen-

dieck spectral sequence (cf. [Rot], Chapter 11). We let BM denote the category
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of left 7?-modules and similarly for the other algebras under consideration and

for right modules.
(a) Let r W be a given left 7?-module. Define functors

G: rTI^WIh,     G(V) = HomA(V,W)

and

F:mH^mk, F(X) = HomH(k,X) .

By Lemma 2.1, F G is equivalent with the functor HomJe(. , W) and so the

right derived functors R"(FG) are equivalent with ExXB(. , W). Moreover, if

P e Bm is projective, then (RnF)(G(P)) = ExX"H(k, G(P)) = 0 for all n > 0
and so G(P) is right F-acyclic. Indeed, it suffices to check this equality for

P = B . In this case, Lemma 2.1 and [Rot], Theorem 11.56, together imply that

Ext?,(A:, (7(7?)) = Ext^(rC, Hom^TF, IF))

9¿ExX"k(k®HH, IF)

= ExXnk(k, W)

= 0      (n>0) .

The required spectral sequence now follows from [Rot], Theorem 11.38.

(b) Let Vr be a given right 7?-module. Define functors

G: BW^ „Ott,     G(W) = V®A W

and

F: //9K^ kWl,    F(X) = k®HX.

By Lemma 2.2, F G is equivalent with the functor V ®B (. ) and so the left de-

rived functors L„(FG) are equivalent with Torf(F, .). Furthermore, Lemma

2.2 implies that G maps projective 7?-modules to projective 77-modules. Since

projective 77-modules are left F-acyclic, the required spectral sequence follows
from [Rot], Theorem 11.39.   G

2.4. Homological dimension. The above proposition directly implies the fol-

lowing estimates for the flat dimension and the projective dimension of mod-

ules, denoted fdim and pdim, respectively.

Corollary, (a) Let rV be a B-module. Then pdimrV < pdimkn + pdimAV .
Consequently, l.gldim B < r.gldim 77 + l.gldim A . In particular, if A and 77 are
both semisimple (gldim 0), then so is B (cf. [Mont], Theorem 7.4.2).

(b) Let VB be a B-module. Then fdim VB < fdim k¡j + fdim VA . Therefore,
wdim B < wdim 77 + wdim A . In particular, if A and 77 are both von Neumann

regular (wdim 0), then so is B.

We note that

r.gldim 77 = pdim kH       and       wdim 77 = fdim kH .

For, if P is a projective resolution of kn, then, for any right 77-module X,

X ®k P is a resolution of X ®kk = X which consists of projective 77-modules.

To see the latter, note that the Fundamental Theorem of Hopf modules ([Mont],

Theorem 1.9.4) implies that X ®k 77 is a free 77-module, and hence X ®kP is
projective for any projective 77-module P. Thus pdim Xu < pdim kH which

proves the first equality. For the second equality, consider a flat resolution P

of kfj and use the fact that flat modules are direct limits of free modules to
obtain that X ®k P is a flat resolution of X .
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2.5. Relative projectivity. Recall that if R ç S is a pair of rings, then 5 is

called projective relative to R (or R-projective) if the following holds: Given S-

modules ¿IF ç 5F so that IF is a direct summand of V as R-modules, then
IF is a direct summand of V as »S-modules. The following result is identical

with [Mont], Theorem 7.4.2(1), but the proof below is a nice application of the

techniques of Section 2.1.

Corollary. If 77 is semisimple, then B is projective relative to A.

Proof. First note that if / : X —> Y is an epimorphism in 971// then f(XH) =
YH, because / splits by assumption on 77. Now let B W ç B V so that IF is

a direct summand of V as ^-modules. Then the canonical epimorphism n :

V -» V/W splits in Am and so the map jr. : HomA(V/W, V) -> EndA(V/W)
is surjective. Since n» is a map in WlH, we deduce from the foregoing that

nt(riomA(V/W, V)H) = EndA(V/W)H . By Section 2.1, HomA(V/W, V)H =
HomB(V/W, V) and EndA(V/W)H = Ends(F/IF). Thus there exists p e
HomB(V/W, V) with n*(p) = n op = ldv¡w and so IF is a direct summand

of V as 7?-modules, as required.   D
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